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EMC compliance test Electromagnetic compatibility, EMC is the concept of enabling different electronics
devices to operate without mutual interference - Electromagnetic Interference, EMI - when they are operated
in close proximity to each other. All electronics circuits have the possibility of radiating of picking up
unwanted electrical interference which can compromise the operation of one or other of the circuits. EMC is
defined as the ability of devices and systems to operate in their electromagnetic environment without
impairing their functions and without faults and vice versa. Electromagnetic compatibility, EMC ensures that
operation does not influence the electromagnetic environment to the extent that the functions of other devices
and systems are adversely affected. EMC awareness build-up In the early days of electronics comparatively
few items of electronics equipment were in use. However today the number of electronics items in everyday
has vastly risen. Some of these transmit signals, while many others are sensitive receivers. Others may utilise
digital electronics systems that could be falsely triggered by transient signals. These any many more examples
may EMC a crucial element of any electronics design. In the early days of electronics systems, pops, bangs
and general noise received by radios were taken as being part of "experience" of listening to a radio - even if
they were man-made from other local electrical equipment. Some of the first major concerns of the effects of
electrical interference on electronics systems arose from military applications. After the Second World War,
with the rise in importance of nuclear weapons, the electronic pulse generated by an explosion and its effect on
equipment became a concern. Also the effects of high powered radar systems on equipment were also a
concern. Later the risks to electronics equipment associated with ESD became visible. Not only did these
damage the electronics equipment, but they could also set false triggers. During the s the use of logic circuitry
grew rapidly, and with this the switching speeds increased. The opened up these circuits to the effects of EMI,
and realisation grew of the need for EMC precautions to be incorporated into the design if these items were to
work satisfactorily in the real world. As a result of this growing realisation, many nations became aware of
EMC as a growing problem. Some started to issue directives to the manufacturers of electronic equipment,
defining standards that the equipment should meet before equipment could be sold. While many were sceptical
at first, the introduction of EMC standards has raised standards and enabled most types of equipment to
operate alongside each other without interference. This has been particularly important with the rapid growth
in the use of mobile phones EMC basics The aim of employing EMC measures is to ensure that a variety of
different items of electronics equipment can operate in close proximity without causing any undue
interference. The interference that gives rise to impaired performance is known as Electromagnetic
Interference, EMI. It is this interference that needs to be reduced to ensure that various items of electrical
equipment are compatible and can operate in the presence of each other. There are two main elements to
EMC: The EMI emissions refer to the generation of unwanted electromagnetic energy. These need to be
reduced below certain acceptable limits to ensure they do not cause any disruption to other equipment. The
susceptibility of an item of electronics to EMI is the way it reacts to unwanted electromagnetic energy. The
aim of the design of the circuit is to ensure a sufficiently high level of immunity to these unwanted signals.
Electromagnetic interference, EMI Electromagnetic interference, EMI is the name given to the unwanted
electromagnetic radiation that causes potential interference to other items of electronics equipment. There are
many ways in which electromagnetic interference can be carried from one item of equipment to another.
Understanding these methods is a key to mitigating the effects of the electromagnetic interference. EMI can be
divided into two categories: The continuous interference is often in the form of a radio signal or oscillation
that is maintained. It could be from an unscreened oscillator, or it may be in the form of wideband noise. This
form of interference consists of a short impulse. It may arise from an electrostatic discharge, lightning, or a
circuit being switched. Apart from understanding the form of the interference, it is also necessary to know how
the interference is travelling from the transmitting device to the receiving device. Unfortunately this is not
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always easy to discover as many of the paths are difficult to define. However good initial design alleviates
many problems. Read more about Electromagnetic Interference, EMI EMC standards With the growing
awareness and need to maintain high standards of electromagnetic compatibility many standards have been
introduced to help manufacturers meet the levels they need to maintain full electromagnetic compatibility.
Many years ago the levels of EMC were low and interference often occurred - taxis driving past a house whilst
using their radio telephone were quite likely to disrupt the operation of a television, and there were many other
instances. As a result, it became necessary to introduce EMC standards to ensure the required levels of
compatibility were attained. With standards now implemented and enforced across the world, any new product
needs to meet and have been tested to ensure it meets the relevant EMC standards. While this presents an
additional challenge to the electronics design engineer, it is essential that good EMC practices have been
employed and that the EMC performance of the product is sufficient to ensure it operates correctly under all
reasonable scenarios.
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Summary Circuits are faster and more tightly packed than ever, wireless technologies increase the electromagnetic
(EM) noise environment, new materials entail entirely new immunity issues, and new standards govern the field of
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC).

Further information Introduction The Electromagnetic Compatibility Regulations apply to electrical and
electronic equipment liable to cause or be affected by electromagnetic disturbance. They also exist to ensure
that such equipment itself has adequate immunity from electromagnetic disturbance. This guide is aimed at
manufacturers and suppliers of electronic and electrical equipment, as well as those responsible for fixed
installations. It explains the relevant regulations and your obligation to comply with them. What is
electromagnetic disturbance and compatibility? Several terms are referred to in the Electromagnetic
Compatibility Regulations. These are explained below. Electromagnetic disturbance describes any
electromagnetic phenomenon that can adversely affect the performance of radio or telecommunications
equipment. For example, it might be electromagnetic noise or an unwanted signal affecting a mobile phone.
Apparatus means any finished appliance intended for the end user and liable to create or be affected by
electromagnetic disturbance. This can include a combination of commercially made appliances if they are
made available as a single functional unit. A fixed installation means one or several types of apparatus that when installed - is intended for permanent use at a pre-defined location. The rules apply to fixed installations
put into service on or after 20 July They also apply to fixed installations put into service before 20 July if
modifications have been made after that date which could affect its electromagnetic compatibility. Your
responsibilities as a manufacturer under the Electromagnetic Compatibility Regulations The Electromagnetic
Compatibility Regulations require equipment to be designed and manufactured in such a way as to ensure that
any electromagnetic disturbance that it generates does not prevent other radio and telecommunications
equipment from working. It must also have enough immunity to electromagnetic disturbance to ensure that the
equipment itself can also be used as intended. Electromagnetic compatibility assessment Equipment must be
constructed and installed according to good engineering practice principles - most usually to comply with a
harmonised safety standard. A harmonised safety standard is one agreed by the national standards bodies of all
the EU member states. To demonstrate compliance with the Regulations, the manufacturer must perform an
electromagnetic compatibility assessment by demonstrating the apparatus complies with relevant harmonised
standards. Where electrical equipment has not been manufactured to comply with one of the recognised
standards, suppliers should perform their own assessment against the essential requirements, taking into
account all normal intended operating conditions and all configurations representing intended use. They may
also want to have the equipment assessed for safety by a Notified Body. As the manufacturer, to show your
equipment meets electromagnetic compatibility requirements, you need to carry out an electromagnetic
compatibility assessment, by either: There are no requirements for the format or style of the documents, but
they should include: A general description of the apparatus. Evidence of compliance with relevant harmonised
standards, if any. This is typically a test report. Alternatively, it could be a description and explanation of the
steps taken to meet the essential requirements - including a description of the electromagnetic compatibility
assessment, results of design calculations made, examinations carried out, test reports, etc. You may also want
to have your technical documents assessed by a Notified Body. If the Notified Body agrees that
electromagnetic compatibility compliance has been demonstrated, you can add this information to your
documentation. European Community EC Declaration of Conformity You - or an authorised representative must also draw up an EC Declaration of Conformity which declares that the apparatus complies with the
essential requirements. There is no standard format, but it must have: The responsible person is either:
Notified Bodies are appointed by member states to support the implementation of certain EU laws - including
the Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive. Involving a Notified Body Involvement of a Notified Body is
not mandatory, even where harmonised standards are not employed in full. However, full application of
harmonised standards evidenced by a test report is the most straightforward option. If you would like a
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Notified Body to carry out an assessment, you need to complete your own internal production control
procedure. You must then provide the Notified Body with the technical documentation for the essential
requirements against which you want your apparatus assessed. The Notified Body will also let you know if it
finds reason to refuse a statement of compliance. CE marking and the Electromagnetic Compatibility
Regulations Attaching a CE mark to a product is a way for the manufacture to declare that it complies with the
relevant European Union laws. Apparatus covered by the Electromagnetic Compatibility Regulations must
carry CE marking before it can be sold. For more information on the Low Voltage Directive, see the guide on
electrical equipment manufacturers and their responsibilities. CE marking gives businesses easier access to the
European market to sell their products without adaptation or rechecking. Where appropriate, this indication
must also be shown on the packaging. For more information see the guide on CE marking. A summary of
electromagnetic compatibility requirements for manufacturers The essential requirements of the
Electromagnetic Compatibility Regulations require equipment to be designed and manufactured to ensure that:
Where harmonised standards are not employed in full, you will have to show that your apparatus complies by
carrying out an electromagnetic compatibility assessment. If you wish, you can involve a Notified Body for
assistance. Enforcement of the Electromagnetic Compatibility Regulations Enforcement for apparatus under
the Electromagnetic Compatibility Regulations is carried out by the trading standards departments of local
authorities. If asked to do so by an enforcement authority, the responsible person - ie the person who placed
the apparatus on the market - must provide copies of: Where a fixed installation appears to be non-compliant eg there is a report of interference being caused - the enforcement authority will want to see documentary
evidence that good engineering practices have been followed. You may also have to supply confidential
information relating to the construction or performance of your apparatus. Where non-compliance is as a result
of interaction between two or more fixed installations that are otherwise compliant, or the disturbances
originate from a shared resource, the authorities may require the responsible persons to cooperate to resolve
the problem. Penalties It is an offence to supply electromagnetic equipment which does not comply with the
requirements of the regulations.
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Principles and Techniques of Electromagnetic Compatibility (Electronic Engineering Systems) - Kindle edition by
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4: Principles of Electromagnetic Compatibility - Bernhard Keiser - Google Books
This totally revised and expanded reference/text provides comprehensive, single-source coverage of the design,
problem solving, and specifications of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) into electrical equipment/systems-including
new information on basic theories, applications, evaluations, prediction techniques, and practical diagnostic options for
preventing EMI through cost-effective solutions.

5: Principles and Techniques of Electromagnetic Compatibility - CRC Press Book
Newly revised to encompass recent technological advances, changes in industry standards, uses of barrier shields, and
testing computing devices, the third edition of this book has over 25% new material.
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